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A B S T R A C T

The fatigue failure can be explained by the accumulation of damage. By coupling the fatigue damage evolution
with the elastic-plastic constitutive model, a numerical approach based on the continuum damage mechanics is
proposed to conduct the fatigue damage analysis of the material under cyclic loadings. The elastic-plastic behavior
of the material with nonlinear kinematic hardening effects and the damage induced by both cyclic stress and
accumulated plastic strain are taken into account. The proposed approach is adopted to an asperity in cylindrical
contact with a rigid flat under normal cyclic loading, which can be considered as a fundamental simplification of
the contact between two rough surfaces. Finally, the fatigue macro-crack initiation and the evolution of load-
carrying capacity of the asperity are predicted.
1. Introduction

The fixed joints, such as the bolted joints, play key roles in the overall
static and dynamic characteristics of mechanical systems under static and
dynamic loading. The experiments have shown that joints contribute
much to the stiffness and damping in assemblies [1]. However, fretting
fatigue damage easily occurs in contacting components and thus affects
their proper function while they are subjected to fluctuated loading and
relatively small movement [2]. On the microscopic scale, engineering
surfaces are rough; primarily the asperities on the conjunction surfaces
are in contact, which determines the stiffness of joints [3]. Therefore, it is
very important to understand the damage mechanism of contacting as-
perities so as to predict the endurance and effectiveness of mechani-
cal systems.

A single asperity contact pair with a rigid flat is generally considered
as a fundamental simplification of the contact between rough surfaces
[4]. In the past decades, many investigations on the asperity contact have
been reported. Hertz [5] first conducted the elastic contact simulation
without friction and adhesive. Greenwood and Williamson [6] applied
the Hertz model to each asperity contact and developed the so-called GW
contact model between complex surfaces. Then, by extending the GW
model to the elastic-plastic contact, other scholars proposed several sta-
tistical elastic-plastic contact models [7,8].
ay 2017; Accepted 5 May 2017
Based on the finite element (FE) method, Kogut et al. [9] developed
an elastic-plastic frictionless contact model (KE model) for a deformable
sphere supporting a rigid flat. Jackson and Green [10] proposed the
variations of the contact area and reaction force during the loading
process. Shankar et al. [11] investigated the contact behavior of the
material with different yield strengths and tangent moduli. With the aim
of simulating granular materials using particle methods, Olsson and
Larsson [12] presented a unified method for calculating the contact area
and force between two dissimilar elastic-plastic spheres.

Besides the loading process considered above, the unloading process
is equally important and should be also considered [13–15]. Etsion et al.
[16] investigated the unloading performance of an elastic-plastic spher-
ical contact. Kadin et al. [17] considered the adhesion behavior in the
unloading process. Then, according to the work of Chang et al. [18],
Kogut and Etsion [19] investigated the performance of sliding contact
between a sphere and a plane. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) method
was also introduced to investigate the problems of contact between the
sphere and plane [20–22]. Zhou et al. [23,24] developed semi-analytic
models with the FFT method to solve the problems of three-
dimensional arbitrarily shaped inclusions in an isotropic half space. By
breaking up the inhomogeneous inclusions into small cuboidal elements,
Zhou et al. [25,26] also developed a general solution for multiple 3D
arbitrarily-shaped inhomogeneous inclusions near surfaces under contact
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loading. Based on the conjugate gradient technique, Polonsky [27]
numerically investigated rough contact problems. Ghaednia et al. [28]
proposed a new expression for the permanent deformation after the
impact of a rod with a flat surface during both loading and unloading
processes. Then, they studied the frictionless contact behavior of an
elasto-plastic sphere with an elasto-plastic flat [29].

In order to investigate the friction contact which widely exists in dry
contact [30,31], Brizmer et al. [32,33] investigated the influence of the
stick on the elastic-plastic spherical contact. Zait et al. [34] investigated
the influences of the stick on the unloading behaviors of the sphere
contact between dissimilar materials. Mulvihill et al. [3] presented a
sliding friction model for both cylindrical and spherical elastic-plastic
contacting asperities. Based on the slip line theory, Jackson et al. [35]
investigated the relationship between the average pressure and the yield
strength in the case of a rigid sphere indenting a frictionless perfectly-
plastic half-space. Zhou et al. [36–38] modeled line and point elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication contacts between a rigid body and a hetero-
geneous half-space with inclusions beneath its surface.

For many materials, the strain-hardening behavior is obvious
during deformation. Olsson and Larsson [39] investigated the contact
between elastic–plastic adhesive bodies obeying the power hardening
law. Lan et al. [40] studied the influences of the elastic-plastic
properties on the hardness of the material. Zhao et al. [41] devel-
oped an FE model for a frictionless sphere in contact with a power-
law hardening elastic-plastic property. Then, Zhao et al. [42] inves-
tigated the loading and unloading performances of a power-law
hardening spherical contact under stick contact condition. Consid-
ering frictional, oblique contact and strain hardening effects, Brake
et al. [43] developed a new formulation for frictional elastic–plastic
contact between two surfaces.

However, the above investigations have mostly focused on the initial
performances of the asperity contact and neglected the performance
degradation over time. In fact, the asperities on the contacting surfaces
may experience repetitive interaction and suffer from fatigue damage,
which can easily initiate a crack and significantly reduce the fatigue life
of the components as well as the connection stiffness [44]. Recently, the
failure of asperity has been studied by several scholars. Beheshti et al.
[45] explained the wear mechanisms by asperity fatigue. Based on linear-
elastic fracture mechanics, Xu [46] investigated the crack process of a
two-dimensional asperity under normal contact. However, the studies on
the fatigue damage-induced crack initiation andmechanical performance
degradation of the asperity have been rarely reported.

Therefore, this work is concerned with the fatigue macro-crack
initiation and the performance degradation of a cylindrical asperity
in contact with a rigid flat under normal cyclic loadings. By coupling
with the elastic-plastic constitutive model, a continuum damage me-
chanics (CDM)-based approach is introduced to derive the evolutions
of stress, strain and damage of the material. The nonlinear kinematic
hardening of the material is considered, and the damage evolution
induced by both cyclic stress and accumulated plastic strain is
calculated. The contact between a cylindrical asperity and a rigid flat
under the normal cyclic loading is modeled. The macro-crack initia-
tion and the evolutions of mechanical performances of the asperity, as
well as their dependencies on the cyclic loadings, are discussed
and presented.

2. Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) model

Fatigue damage can be considered as a progressive degradation of the
material due to irreversible changes occurring in material microstruc-
tures. The initiation of macro-cracks will take place once the damage
accumulates to a critical level. By coupling the mechanical behavior law
and the CDM theory, a damage-coupled elastic-plastic constitutive model
is developed to predict the damage and hardening behaviors of
the material.
19
2.1. Damage-coupled elastic-plastic constitutive model

In the theory of CDM, a damage variable D is often introduced to
estimate the deterioration of material caused by fatigue loadings. Fig. 1
illustrates a representative volume element (RVE) [47–50] to describe
the damage of the material. The damage variable is a quantification of
the surface density of micro-cracks, voids and cavities lying on an
elemental cross-sectional plane. The mechanical measurement of the
local damage relative to the direction n! is defined as

Dn ¼ SD
S
; (1)

where S denotes the total section area of RVE, and SD the total damaged
area. By assuming the isotropic damage evolution for the material, the
damage tensor D is reduced to a scalar defined as

D ¼ S� SR
S

; (2)

where SR is the effective area of resistance, and can be expressed as SR ¼
S� SD.

Over the total section of RVE, the total load P is resisted by the
effective stress ~σ which can be identified as

~σ ¼ P
SR

¼ P
ð1� DÞS ¼ σ

1� D
¼ Eεe; (3)

where εe and σ are the strain and stress of the damaged material,
respectively. Alternatively, the damaged material property can be
expressed as

σ ¼ Eð1� DÞεe ¼ ~Eεe; (4)

where E and ~E are the elastic moduli of the initial and the damaged
material, respectively. The Poisson's ratio remains unchanged in the
damaged material [51]. The damage scalar can be rewritten as

D ¼ 1�
~E
E
: (5)

In engineering, damage measurement can be achieved by using the
reduction of the elastic modulus.

The J2 flow model is employed in this study to simulate the elastic-
plastic behavior. By combining the Mises yield criterion with the CDM
theory, the Mises yield surface function F can be defined as

F ¼ σeq � Q; (6)

where σeq is the equivalent stress and defined as

σeq ¼
�
3
2

�
S

1� D
� α

�
:

�
S

1� D
� α

��1=2
; (7)
Fig. 1. Representative volume element.
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where S represents the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress σ, and α is a
back-stress tensor representing the center of the yield surface in the de-
viation space. The parameter Q is the radius of the yield surface with the
evolution defined as

_Q ¼ _λbðQ∞ � QÞ; (8)

where the scalar _λ denotes the plastic flow rate. The material parameters
b and Q∞ should be determined experimentally.

In the condition of small strains, the total strain for the elastic-plastic
deformation can be decomposed as

ε ¼ εe þ εp; (9)

where εe and εp are the elastic and plastic strains, respectively.
The stress tensor can be calculated as [52].

σ ¼ ð1� DÞC: εe ¼ ð1� DÞC: ðε� εpÞ; (10)

where C is the fourth-order elastic tensor. The presence of damage cor-
responds to the reduction of the elastic modulus.

A rate-independent plasticity model is adopted, and the plastic strain
rate can be expressed as [52].

_εp ¼ _λ
∂F
∂σ

¼ _λ
3
2

S
1�D � α

σeqð1� DÞ ; (11)

where ∂F=∂σ represents the plastic flow direction.
The accumulated plastic strain rate _p can be determined as

_p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2
_εp : _εp

r
¼

_λ

1� D
: (12)

By combing Eqs. (11) and (12), the equation of the plastic strain rate
can be derived from

_εp ¼ 3
2
_p

S
1�D � α
σeq

: (13)

In order to estimate the yield surface movement induced by kinematic
hardening, the nonlinear kinematic hardening model (AF-NLKH model)
proposed by Armstrong and Frederick [53–55] is introduced to divide α
into several components as

α ¼
XM
k¼1

αðkÞ; (14)

and

_αðkÞ ¼ ð1� DÞ
�
2
3
Ck _εp � γkαðkÞ _pðkÞ

�
; (15)

where M denotes the number of the back-stress components. The mate-
rial parameters Ck and γk should also be determined from the stress-strain
curve obtained from uniaxial tensile testing.
2.2. Damage evolution models

Under cyclic loadings, the contact between an asperity and a rigid
plane may produce both elastic and plastic deformations, which may
induce fatigue damage and change the contact response [56,57]. In this
study, both the elastic damage model induced by the cyclic stresses and
the plastic damage model induced by accumulated plastic strains are
employed [52].

2.2.1. The elastic damage evolution model
The elastic damage evolution model can be expressed as [48,58–60].
20
dDe

dN
¼
h
1� ð1� DÞβþ1

iη� AII

M0ð1� 3b2σH;meanÞð1� DÞ
�β
; (16)

Where N is the cyclic number; AII is the octahedral shear stress ampli-
tude during a total loading cycle, and can be been obtained by

AII ¼ 1
2

�
3
2

�
Sij;max � Sij;min

��
Sij;max � Sij;min

��1
2

; (17)

where Sij;min and Sij;max are the minimum and maximum deviatoric
stresses in one cycle, respectively.

The mean hydrostatic stress σH;mean in one cycle is defined as

σH;mean ¼ 1
6
ðσH;max þ σH;minÞ; (18)

where σH is the hydrostatic stress, of which the maximum and minimum
values in one cycle are represented by σH;max and σH;min, respectively. In
Eq. (16), the parameter ηwith the Sines fatigue limit criterion [50,56,60]
is given by

η ¼ 1� a〈
AII � A*

II

σu � σeq;max
〉; (19)

and

A*
II ¼ σl0ð1� 3b1σH;meanÞ; (20)

Where 〈 � 〉 means that 〈x〉 ¼ 0 as x � 0 and 〈x〉 ¼ x as x>0. The
parameter σeq;max is the maximum equivalent stress in one cycle.

By integrating Eq. (16) from D ¼ 0 to D ¼ 1 for uniaxial fatigue, the
number of cycles to failure under an assumed constant loading can be
expressed as

Nf ¼ 1
1þ β

1

aM�β
0

〈σu � σmax〉
〈σa � σl0ð1� b1σÞ〉

�
σa

1� b2σ

��β

; (21)

where σmax denotes the maximum stress, σa the stress amplitude and σ the
mean stress in the uniaxial fatigue case. The ultimate tensile stress σu can
be derived from the monotonic tensile strain-stress curve. The parame-
ters b1 and b2 can be derived from fatigue testing with different mean
stresses; σl0, β and aM�β

0 can be obtained from fatigue test which is stress-
controlled in the condition of a fully reversed loading. The parameter a is
measured through modulus degradation during fatigue tests [48,56,60].

2.2.2. The plastic damage accumulation model
Based on the accumulated plastic strain, the plastic damage model

can be expressed as [52,61,62].

dDp

dN
¼
" �

σ*max

�2
2ESð1� DÞ2

#m
_p; (22)

where σ�max represents the maximum damage equivalent stress in one
cycle [61]. The damage equivalent stress is given by

σ* ¼ σeqR
1
2
v; (23)

where the triaxiality function of stress Rv can be obtained by

Rv ¼ 2
3
ð1þ vÞ þ 3ð1� 2vÞ

�
σH
σeq

�2

: (24)

Through a strain-controlled low-cycle fatigue test, the parameters S
and m can be determined. As the Coffin-Manson law puts forward, the
strain-life curve can be portrayed as [47,49].
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Δεp
2

¼ εf
�
2Nf

�c
; (25)

where εf and c are fatigue ductility coefficients obtained from fa-
tigue testing.

The cyclic stress-strain curve is expressed as

σmax ¼ K 0
�
Δεp
2

�
n0; (26)

where K0 and n0 are the material parameters.
By integrating the plastic damage model from D ¼ 0 to 1, the number

of cycles that lead to failure for a uniaxial loading case can be
expressed as

Nf ¼ 1
2ð2mþ 1Þ

 
21þ2n0ES

ðK 0Þ2
!m�

Δεp
��ð1þ2mn0 Þ

: (27)

After obtaining εf , c, K ' and n' from fatigue testing [61], the param-
eters S and m can also be determined from Eqs. (25) and (27).

3. Numerical scheme for solving the damage evolution

In metals, the initiation of fatigue macro-cracking is mainly caused by
accumulations of micro-cracks and cavities [2]. The macro-crack can
occur easily in a damage zone, and the macro-crack initiation can be
simulated based on the currently available damage prediction
models [45,63].

3.1. FEM model of cylindrical asperity contact

In this study, an asperity in cylindrical contact with a rigid plane
under cyclic loadings is modeled and analyzed. The FE software ABAQUS
6.14 is used throughout the modeling work. The proposed damage-
coupled elastic-plastic constitutive model is implemented by the “ABA-
QUS/Explicit” scheme with the user subroutine VUMAT.

Initially, it is intended to conduct the simulation using the implicit
solver “ABAQUS/Standard” with the user subroutine UMAT, which
provides quasi-static results. However, the implicit solver will encounter
convergence difficulties when large compression is modeled [3]. The
explicit solver “ABAQUS/Explicit” can also be well implemented to solve
quasi-static problems [3] and be more robust in handling contact prob-
lems and thus damage predictions. Therefore, the explicit solver “ABA-
QUS/Explicit” with VUMAT is adopted.

In many cases, the mechanical components interact with counterparts
in line contact [64]. For line contact problems, a cylinder body in contact
with a rigid plane is commonly adopted. In this study, by treating the
normal cylindrical contact as a plane-strain problem, a cylindrical contact
Fig. 2. The schematic and the FE model of a cylindrical body in contact with a flat: (a) the geom
model.
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problem is investigated so that a model could be developed in “ABAQUS/
Explicit” with reasonable computation time.

The schematic and the FE model of a cylindrical asperity in contact
with a rigid plane are shown in Fig. 2 (a). The asperity is modeled as a
deformable instance and the plane is modeled as rigid. Due to the scale-
independence of the continuum mechanics model [3], a generic cylin-
drical asperity with the radius of R ¼ 20 mm and thickness of T ¼
0:4 mm is chosen. Given the symmetry in the normal contact case, only
half of the cylinder is modeled. The subsurface stresses under the contact
region distribute complexly and have high values, which requires a finer
mesh in this region. In order to reduce the computation cost, the meshes
become gradually more and more coarse as they move away from the
contact region. The size ratio of the smallest element to the largest one is
about 2.4%.

The deformation of the body is enforced by the displacement acting
on the rigid plane in two steps as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The first step lasts
for 0.5 s, and the initial displacement with the value of Ai is exerted on
the plane gradually to establish the contact between the cylinder and the
plane. In the second step, based on the “Periodic Amplitude” function in
ABAQUS, a sinusoidal oscillation with the amplitude of Ao and the
period of 2 s is applied to the plane. This oscillation will last until the
macro-crack nucleates.

By constraining the normal movement of both front and back planar
faces (i.e. uz ¼ 0; u0x ¼ u0y ¼ 0), the cylindrical body degrades into a plane
strain slice. The base of the body is fixed with “Encastre constraint”. The
rigid plane is enforced with displacement-load which is in the form of
sinusoid with an initial amplitude Ai and a oscillation amplitude of Ao. In
this study, only the normal load is considered. To secure a higher accu-
racy and better stability, the “General contact algorithm” together with
the “penalty friction formulation” assuming friction coefficient to be 0.1
is utilized for the explicit analysis.

Since “Abaqus/Explicit” is a dynamic analysis program and the static
contact is expected in this study, the rigid plane must be loaded slowly
enough to eliminate inertia effect. However, the very slow loading rate
can ensure quasi-static solutions but it is computationally expensive. The
computation time required for this analysis can be reduced in either one
of the two equivalent ways: the loading rate can be increased incre-
mentally until any further increase in loading rate would no longer result
in a quasi-static solution, or mass scaling can be used [65]. In this study,
the “Mass scaling” is adopted to ensure the quasi-static modeling and
reduce the analysis cost. The quasi-static results can be assumed if the
kinetic energy from the model only counts for a minor percent of the
internal strain energy [3].

3.2. Numerical implementation

The simulation of the damage accumulation for the whole fatigue
lifetime is computationally expensive. In order to speed up the
etry and loading conditions; (b) steps and displacement history; and (c) the Finite element
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simulation, a jump-in-cycles procedure is introduced by assuming the
stress, accumulated plastic strain and damage unchanged over a finite
number of ΔN cycles. Here, ΔN can be considered as a speed up factor,
and constitute a block. The above algorithm can be interpreted
as follows:

(1) The initial contact between the asperity and rigid plane is
modeled, and the damage of the whole model is initialized to be
zero.

(2) Based on the damage-coupled elastic-plastic constitutive model,
the contact is solved for the plastic strain, elastic strain, and stress.
At the beginning of each time increment, the VUMAT is called by
all of the integral points of the model to update solution-
dependent state variables and stress. The histories of accumu-
lated plastic strain and stress, in the current block i, are calculated
and saved.

(3) According to the stress and accumulated plastic strain, the damage
increase rate in the current block is calculated based on the
damage evolution models, as

�
dD
dN

�i

j

¼
�
dDe

dN

�i

j

þ
�
dDp

dN

�i

j

; (28)

where superscript i denotes the current block, and j the number of the
element. It is noticeable that the plastic damage increase will vanish if no
plastic deformation occurs as done in Refs. [56,57,66].

(4) Once the damage evolution rate of every integral point is obtained
in the current block, the maximum is chosen and saved as

�
dD
dN

�i

max
¼ max

 �
dD
dN

�i

j

!
: (29)
(5) The jump-in-cycles procedure requires only one speed up factor
ΔNi utilized for the whole model. A critical damage increase ΔDc is
determined ahead to limit the increment of damage in a block.
Thus,

ΔNi ¼ int

 
ΔDc�

dD=dN
�i
max

!
: (30)
Table 1
Material constitutive parameters for Ti-6Al-4V [56].

EðMPaÞ ν σyðMPaÞ C1ðMPaÞ C2ðMPaÞ γ1 γ2

116,000 0.34 965 136,500 8100 1050 45
(6) At the end of the current block, the damage and the number of
cycles for the whole model are accumulated as

Diþ1
j ¼ Di

j þ
�
dD
dN

�i

j

ΔNi; (31)

and

Niþ1 ¼ Ni þ ΔNi: (32)

(7) The material properties of the integral point are updated to reflect
the material degradation as

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Eiþ1
j ¼ E

	
1� Diþ1

j



ðCkÞiþ1

j ¼ Ck

	
1� Diþ1

j



ðγkÞiþ1

j ¼ γk

	
1� Diþ1

j



�
σy
�iþ1

j
¼ σy

	
1� Diþ1

j



: (33)
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(8) Steps (2)–(7) are repeated until the critical damage value Dc is
reached on one of the integral points in the model. In the present
work, the size of the element in the damage zone is about 50μm,
which is about the same size as the initial macro-crack [67].
Therefore, the occurrence of an element with the damage value of
Dc can be considered as the nucleation of the macro-crack from an
engineering view of point.

4. Results and discussion

In this study, Ti-6Al-4V is adopted to model the asperity. Its material
parameters of the elastic-plastic constitutive model are determined from
uniaxial monotonic tension test [56] and listed in Table 1. It is assumed
that the material is initially virgin, i.e., D0 ¼ 0. The isotropic hardening
effect of the material is neglected, but the kinematic hardening is
considered. Zhang et al. [56] conducted fatigue tests with standard
specimens of Ti-6Al-4V to determine the material damage constants in
both the elastic and plastic damage models as listed in Table 2.

Based on the material constitutive parameters listed in Table 1, Fig. 3
shows the stress-strain relationship in both loading and unloading pro-
cesses, which is calculated in “ABAQUS/Explicit” with user subroutines
VUMAT through performing on the FE model with a single element. By
comparing with the experiment data obtained from a unidirectional
loading test, it can be found that the constitutive model established in the
VUMAT can well reflect the material tensile constitutive properties.

4.1. The evolutions of damage and mechanical performances of the
asperity

The oscillation of the rigid flat will induce fatigue damage of the
asperity. In order to express the load amplitudes used in the following
simulations, both the critical penetration ωc and the corresponding
critical normal contact force Pc are introduced. The critical penetration
indicates the first occurrence of the plastic yielding in a quasi-static
normal contact between a cylinder and a rigid plane [68]. The simula-
tion for the case with the initial compression of Ai ¼ 5ωc and the oscil-
lation amplitude of Ao ¼ Ai=4 is first conducted to reveal some
performances of the connecting asperities.

In this study, the nucleation location and moment of the macro-crack
are chosen as the damage variables to judge whether the mesh size and
ΔDc are convergent. In order to obtain the convergent model, the mesh
density and ΔDc are doubled iteratively until appropriate convergences of
damage variables are achieved. A difference of 1% between two
consecutive attempts is used as the convergence criterion for the nucle-
ation location of the macro-crack. In the case with high cyclic load (Ai ¼
6ωc and Ai ¼ 7ωc), a convergence criterion of 1% is used for the
nucleation moment of the macro-crack. While in the case with the low
cyclic load (Ai ¼ 4ωc and Ai ¼ 5ωc), a convergence criterion of 0.5% is
adopted. In the subsequence simulations, a mesh (see Fig. 2 (c)) with a
total of 16,333 linear hexahedral elements (C3D8) is chosen. A critical
damage increase ΔDc ¼ 0:01 is utilized in the jump-in-cycles procedure.
This critical damage increase has proved its efficiency and accuracy in
the following calculation. In order to ensure the explicit analysis a quasi-
static process, the kinematic energy during the analysis should be a small
fraction of the internal strain energy (<10% according to [69]). The mass
scaling factor with a value of 1E6 can ensure the quasi-static process.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of damage distribution until the macro-
crack initiation. The damage varies from cycle to cycle, and mainly
concentrates in a very small zone relative to the whole model. During the
first cycle, the damage is derived mainly from plastic deformation and



Table 2
Damage parameters for Ti-6Al-4V [56].

S m σuðMPaÞ σl0ðMPaÞ β M0 b1 b2 a

9.9293 4.7846 1180 358 2.1 1.1434E5 1.30E-3 5.50E-4 0.75

Fig. 3. The stress-strain curve for Ti-6Al-4V.
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highly localized in the subsurface near to the contact point. In the
following cycles, the damage softens the material, which makes the
plastic deformation and damage easier. As the cycles increase up to 304,
the zone subject to high damage nearly shrinks to the most critical
element 9954, and the maximum damage accumulates to the critical
value of Dc, which means that the macro-crack nucleates at this moment.

Fig. 5 presents the evolution and increase rate of damage for the
element 9954 from D ¼ D0 to D ¼ Dc. In the first cycle, a large plastic
deformation occurs and an obvious damage increase is induced (Fig. 5 b).
Without the consideration of the damage, plastic deformation will not
happen anymore after the first cycle under the current cyclic loading with
constant amplitude. However, in the real case, the damage will accu-
mulate and soften the material. At the beginning of the cyclic loading,
only a small damage emerges in a concentrated zone, which will slightly
decrease the material properties and induce a tiny damage increment
during the following cycles. However, with the increase of cycles, the
softening effect of damage on the material becomes more and more
obvious due to the gradually accumulated damage, which in turn further
degrades the material with an increasing damage rate. After about 304
cycles, the damage of element 9954 increases with a high rate, and
reaches the critical value Dc rapidly.

The progressive evolution of damage will soften the material and thus
result in the redistribution of the stress. Fig. 6 lays out the Mises stress
distributions at the ends of the first and 304th loading processes. It can be
found that the redistribution is obvious in the area where damage occurs.
Under cyclic loading with constant amplitude, the damage reduces the
stress due to the softening effect. Fig. 7a presents the evolution of the
Fig. 4. The evolution of damage distribution i
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maximum equivalent stress (σe;max) distributed along y axle. It can be
found that the damage mainly affects the stress distribution in the area
under the contact region, especially on the critical element 9954.

Fig. 7b shows the evolution of σe;max of the element 9954. It can be
found that the maximum stress occurs under the contact zone as observed
in Refs. [64,70]. The evolution of the σe;max has the same tendency with
that of the damage (Fig. 5a). Due to the softening effect of the damage,
the decrease of the equivalent stress on the element 9954 becomes
increasingly obvious. Until the macro-crack initiates, the σe;max has
decreased from 1098 to 814 MPa.

As stated in Eq. (22), the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) has a direct
relationship with the plastic damage. The PEEQ of the model shown in
Fig. 8 also presents a similar distribution and evolution with those of
damage, which can be concluded that in the current case, the damage is
mainly derived from the plastic deformation. In fact, the plastic strain
and damage interact as both cause and effect. The plastic strain will cause
damage of the material, while the damage will in turn degrade the
properties of the material and cause the plastic deformation in the sub-
sequent cycles.

Fig. 9 presents the evolution of PEEQ on the element 9954. It can be
found that the PEEQ has the same increase tendency with that of the
damage until the macro-crack initiates (Fig. 5 a). During the 1st and the
304th cycles, PEEQ has a large increase, which gives rise to a large
damage increase. The plastic strain in the first cycle is mainly caused by
the large deformation of the virgin material without kinematic hard-
ening, while the plastic strain in the 304th cycles mainly results from the
softening effect of the accumulated damage.

Fig. 10a presents the evolution of the stress–strain relationship in y
direction at the first integral point of the element 9954 under the cyclic
loading with Ai ¼ 5ωc and Ao ¼ Ai=4, and Fig. 10b shows the evolution
for the first five blocks in detail. It is obvious that due to the softening
effect of damage, the maximum stress and the elastic modulus in each
block decline as the cycle increases. The plastic strain occurring in the
first cycle is much larger than that in the following cycles, which can also
be found in Fig. 9 b. This is because that in the first cycle, the initial
material experiences both the elastic and plastic deformations. The
elastic strain is recoverable, but the plastic strain is irreversible. From the
second cycle, if the damage is not considered, no plastic strain will occur
again at all, and only the elastic strain exists.

However, the damage induced by both the elastic and plastic de-
formations in the last cycle will soften the material and thus reduce the
elastic modulus, which will cause tiny plastic and increase of the elastic
strain. Therefore, it can be considered that the subsequence plastic strain
is mainly caused by the damage. In this process, both the damage as well
n the case with Ai ¼ 5ωc and Ao ¼ Ai=4.



Fig. 5. The evolution of damage on the element 9954: (a) the accumulated damage, and (b) the increase rate of damage.

Fig. 6. The change of the Mises stress distribution.

Fig. 7. The evolution of the maximum equivalent stress (a) distributed along y axle, and (b) on the element 9954.
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as the reduction of the elasticity modulus are very small, and thus the
plastic strain and the increase of the elastic strain are not obvious.
Therefore, the subsequent strain is smaller than that in the first cycle. As
it comes to the 304th cycle, the accumulated damage is considerable,
which in turn accelerates the damage accumulation and thus nucleates
macro-crack as shown in Fig. 5. At this moment, the damage is big
enough to obviously soften the material and produce large elastic and
plastic strains.

The softening effect of fatigue damage will decrease the reaction
forces between the asperity and the rigid plane. Fig. 11 presents the
evolution of the mean reaction forces in each cycle until the macro-crack
nucleates. The forces are normalized with the critical normal contact
force Pc. It is obvious that with the increase of cycles, the capacity for the
asperity to support the plane reduces. The reason is that the damage is
expedited and extended with the increase of time (Fig. 4).
24
4.2. The influences of cyclic loadings on fatigue lifetime and mechanical
performances

Subsequently, the influences of different cyclic loadings on the
damage-induced crack initiation lifetime, as well as the evolution of
mechanical performances of the asperity, are also investigated. The
loadings with initial penetrations varying from Ai ¼ 4ωc to Ai ¼ 7ωc, and
two oscillation displacements with the amplitude of Ao ¼ Ai=2 and Ao ¼
Ai=4 in each case, are modeled and analyzed.

Fig. 12 lays out the comparison of crack initiation lifetime under
different cyclic loadings. It is clear that with the increase of the initial
penetration, the lifetime of the asperity will decline dramatically.
Furthermore, such tendency will be pronounced when the rigid plane
oscillates with larger displacement amplitudes. The reason is that the
initial penetration determines the average deformation in a cycle, and the



Fig. 8. The evolution of the accumulated equivalent plastic strain.

Fig. 9. The evolution of the accumulated plastic strain of element 9954.

Fig. 10. The evolution of Stress-strain relationship for the element 9954: (a) all of the blocks, and (b) the first five blocks.
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higher deformation will give rise to more plasticity damage. In addition,
the larger oscillation penetration means the larger stress and strain
during the loading phase, which will accumulate damage and thus
shorten the lifetime.

The damage will soften the material, and thus reduce the reaction
force between the asperity and rigid plane. Table 3 compares the changes
of reaction forces for all of the investigated cases. It can be found that
with the increase of the penetration, not only the lifetime but also re-
action forces will be obviously reduced, and the larger displacement
oscillation can pronounce this reduction.

In addition, fatigue failure process is constituted by crack initiation
and propagation, with the former dominating the fretting fatigue lifetime
[2]. Before the crack nucleation, the reduction of the reaction force is not
25
obvious. However, the crack propagation after the nucleation will
quickly cause surface asperities fracture and formation of abrasive, which
will result in the fatigue failure and thus dramatically decrease properties
of the contacting rough surfaces.

5. Conclusion

This study establishes a damage-coupled elastic-plastic constitutive
model in the purpose of predicting the damage accumulation in the
material subject to cyclic loadings. The elastic-plastic behavior of the
material with kinematic hardening effects is taken into consideration.
Regarding the damage evolution, it relies on the calculation of the cyclic
stress-based elastic damage model and the plastic strain-based plastic



Fig. 11. The evolution of the reaction forces acting on the rigid plane.

Fig. 12. The comparisons of the fatigue crack initiation lifetimes for different cases.

Table 3
The comparisons of the evolution of reaction forces under different cyclic loadings.

Ai=ωc Ao=Ai Average reaction
forces, P=Pc

Reduction, %

Initial Final

4 1/2 2.25 2.22 1.12
1/4 2.30 2.28 0.899

5 1/2 2.79 2.74 1.66
1/4 2.91 2.88 1.10

6 1/2 3.28 3.21 2.17
1/4 3.50 3.46 1.25

7 1/2 3.73 3.65 2.21
1/4 4.06 3.98 2.02
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damage model. The model put forward is carried out through “ABAQUS/
Explicit” with the user subroutine VUMAT.

A contact model of an asperity in cylindrical contact with a rigid flat
subject to normal cyclic loadings is established. Both the fatigue crack
initiation and the degradation of mechanical properties of the asperity
are investigated. The damage is accumulated from cycle to cycle and
intensively localized in the subsurface near the contact point. After finite
cycles, the damage concentrates in a small zone and nucleates a macro-
crack, which reduces the capacity for the asperity to support the plane.
With increasing initial penetration and oscillation between rigid plane
and asperity, the damage will be expedited and the lifetime of asperity
will be further shortened.

This investigation only conducts a cylindrical contact simulation. In
26
the future work, the investigations on the damage of the spherical contact
under both sliding and suppress loads will be furthered. Moreover, the
current approach focusing on a single asperity will be extended to a 3D
rough contacting surface.
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